COI Module Launches Monday, February 27

We are pleased to announce that all system development issues have been resolved, and the RMS Team and system are “go-live ready” for a February 27th COI Module launch. Disclosers will be able to access the current disclosure in AISystem through Friday, February 24th and thereafter will be directed to RMS, Washington University’s new Research Management System.

Current COI System Unavailable During Launch

The Financial Disclosure Statement (FDS) modules within AISystem will be turned off and unavailable to all users beginning at 6:00 pm on Friday, February 24th. Anyone wishing to complete an FDS or financial update must either do so in AISystem prior to launch weekend, or in RMS after the February 27th launch.

For February Disclosers

If you are scheduled to complete your Financial Disclosure Statement in February, you will still be able to do so by following the link provided in your notification email. Once RMS launches, attempting to access the Financial Disclosure Statement in AISystem will automatically redirect you to RMS.

Questions & Feedback

If you have questions concerning the new COI Module, simply ask COI at coi@wustl.edu or 314.747.4181

For general PAAMCO Project/RMS information, contact Becky Evans, other PAAMCO Core Team members, or email ovrinfo@wustl.edu